
Order processing continues to be a major source of 
frustration for busy distributors and manufacturers. 
As many organizations strive to optimize operations, 
order management is often overlooked as costs 
are not clearly separated. Despite technology 
improvements, many companies continue to 
manually enter customer purchase orders as sales 
orders in their ERP systems. But this traditional 
approach is painstakingly slow, error-prone, 
expensive and archaic.

Sales Order Automation by Conexiom® simplifies 
the sales process and transforms order 
management from headache to competitive 
advantage. Conexiom revolutionizes order 
processing by eliminating the tedious, labor-
intensive manual components. It’s an easy to use, 
cost-effective solution that can deliver ROI in as 
little as 30 days. Not only do customers enjoy higher 
productivity and profitability, but their customers 
benefit as well.

Faster
Eliminating manual intervention makes order 
processing more reliable and accelerates order 
cycles instantly. Customer service representatives 
can save up to 95% of their time by switching to 
sales order automation. Conexiom seamlessly 
captures critical data from printed/emailed 
purchase orders and automatically translates it into 
a sales order in the ERP system. No more shuffling 
paper. No more duplication of effort. Just faster 
order cycles with orders processed in minutes 
rather than hours.

Simpler
It’s hard to ignore that manual order processing 
is cumbersome and costly, but change can 
be daunting. Concerns over sizable capital 
expenditures for hardware or software can be 
disarming, coupled with exhausted IT resources. 
Fortunately, Conexiom requires no additional 
hardware, software or infrastructure. Located in 
the cloud, Conexiom is easy to implement in less 
than one week without requiring any in-house IT 
resources or technical expertise.  

Unlike EDI implementations, concerns about 
standardizing purchase orders are laid to rest. 
Conexiom effortlessly handles an unlimited variety 
of purchase order formats ensuring customers 
and business processes remain unchanged. It 
complements existing EDI and web-ordering 
infrastructure, and it’s just like setting up 
widespread EDI solutions in a fraction of the time.

Conexiom is easy to use and delivers outstanding value. 
Setting up mapping and testing was surprisingly easy and 
now we can confidently enroll additional customers in  
less than one day.

– Kelly Young, VP of Operations, Shop Tools

Smarter
Automating the flow of information is not only 
faster, but creates lower error rates. Manually 
re-keying order information opens the door 
to unavoidable human errors and customer 
frustration.  Conexiom drives customer loyalty 
with its unique 100% data capture accuracy. This 
ensures order details are transferred correctly every 
time regardless of purchase order format. Fewer 
errors means big savings with fewer costly returns 
that can also erode customer satisfaction.

By working smarter, Conexiom improves the 
bottom line in several ways. Reducing transactional 
costs by as much as 80%, Conexiom instantly 
boosts profitability. Another key advantage is the 
ability to invoice and receive payment faster due 
to accelerated order cycles. Stronger cash flow 
management translates into more capital available 
to reinvest in the business. 
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Know?

Faster. Simpler. Smarter. 

Conexiom Sales Order Automation
Save Time, Money and Hassle with

We are now able to  
enter more orders without 

adding more people  
and Conexiom is a big reason for that.

 – Jeff Morris 
IT Manager, National Marker Company

On physical order 
entry, we’ve saved an 

average of   
80% of our time 

with Conexiom.

– Dave Christoffel 
Customer Service 

Supervisor, 
Revere Electric

“ Now customer orders are 
processed in minutes  

rather than hours. By the time we arrive 
in the morning, 30% of the daily orders 
are already completed and from a cost 
perspective, we’ve achieved ROI 

in the first 30 days.

– Kelly Young, 
VP of Operations, Shop Tools

 
By simply eliminating  

manual order handling, 

you can improve 
revenue by 2%.

“

“
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On complex accounts with larger orders, 
we are actually saving even more time–90-

95%.”
– Dave Christoffel, Customer Service Su-

pervisor, Revere Electricin

Conexiom is incredibly 
simple and it just works.  

It’s similar to doing an EDI 
implementation without having to  

get the customer involved. 

– Chad Olson 
Director of IT, 

Field Fastener
To learn how you can benefit from automation by Conexiom, visit 

www.conexiom.com

 How It Works

Thanks to Conexiom we’ve become 
so much more efficient. We’ve moved 
beyond handling orders 

to actually helping our customers 
with their needs. The ability to engage 
with our customers, listen, and learn 

has made a big impact on 
customer loyalty. 

– Jim Swisher 
Shared Services Manager, 

Kirby Risk Electrical Supply

 
Switching to automated orders 

without manual intervention, 

can increase 
customer 

service levels 
by as much as 

10%!

Big Win

“

“

Improving order performance starts with removing 
unnecessary steps. Automation means no more 
printing or archiving of email and fax orders. It means 
no more time consuming data entry and re-entry. It 
means no more costly keying errors. And it means 
fewer headaches. Conexiom takes the hassles out 
of order processing so customers can focus on what 
really matters - serving their customers rather than 
entering orders. 

Conexiom dramatically changes how customers 
do business by simplifying a mission critical 
business process — order management. 
Customers revel in the immediate boost to 
productivity and profitability. In turn, their 
customers are delighted by quick, accurate order 
fulfillment and dedicated customer service. 
If you’re ready to experience the Conexiom 
advantage, call us at 1-866-860-3388. 

Key Conexiom Benefits

Improve Efficiencies
▶▶ accelerate order processing by 80%
▶▶ achieve 100% order accuracy

Save Money
▶▶ reduce order processing costs by 80% 
▶▶ eliminate costly manual keying errors

Create Flexibility
▶▶ handle increased volume of orders
▶▶ free up CSRs for business priorities

Drive Loyalty
▶▶ engage with and serve customers directly
▶▶ boost satisfaction with 100% order accuracy
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